President Obama, There is a Silver Bullet Concerning Energy,
With a Silver Lining for all Fossil Fuels and Nuclear Power Energy

All nuclear power plants can all be retrofitted with an electromotive; an fully electric turbine not steam, no
cooling ponds. The German Chancelor, Angela Merkel, is on the right path which will be a highway soon. Spent
fuel rods stored in water that turns radioactive and has to be stored for 140 generations or 100,000 years. The
national debt, which is a top priority, will kill no one but radioactive water may; 3 Mile Island, Chernobyl and
Fukushima.
If you have oil reserves that you cannot crack or refine, it will be left in the ground and it will be the great fossil
fuel race to drill, and extract. You cannot win and you cannot stop, in the end oil will be $5.50, $8.00 per barrel.
Soon a storm is coming; do you remember oil $7.00, $9.00, $11.00, $19.00, $21.00 a barrel fossil fuels and nuclear
power gone.
Move Electric to wherever the demand is. The electric grid will be gone one day no brown outs or blackouts.
Who do we buy our heating and air conditioning from? We make it, but not electricity. But now we can, heating,
air conditioning and electricity, A generator which is fossil fuel free and is one unit.
Wind Turbines can be retrofitted with an electromotive, a fully electric wind turbine, which can guarantee 10 revaluations per minute or more. No dead time, 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, 365 days per year forever. This
will provide a faster return on the investment, no storage batteries when the wind is dead no one can guarantee
the sun, but the wind, yes soon by using an electromotive.
Six zillion dollars is spent on Fossil fuels plus nuclear power worldwide every year. That money goes up and pollutes the planet earth not, on goods and services. Goods are sold over and over, it stay’s, not up into the atmosphere, the ozone. Money spent on services stays were it is and is passed around and around, what is next after a
zillion? Eillion!
Fossil fuels and nuclear power is form of enslavement it’s polluting the ozone. Free, Free at last Dr. King, the era
of slavery. Contraceptives would have been banned by slave owners, is it the numbers, flocks, many worldwide
but can they feed them? China has 1 Billion Plus. If it takes a village without water light power an electromotive
all electric generator in our future.
Space exploration how deep and how long? Electromotive is an electric generator that can provide oxygen, water,
fuel and full power. G.E. Westinghouse and Pratt Whitney use jet propulsion for prop planes and helicopters, all
need oxygen. Revolutions per minute for a jet propulsion system is, I believe, 20,000 thousand revolutions per
minute. The whole world runs on revolutions per minute, plant earth spins one revolution per day. How high
can we go on fossil fuels when all need oxygen and combustion. Electromotive jet propulsion needs no oxygen,
leaves gravity and rockets in to orbit. No massive fuel load, oxygen can be made as you ascend up or descend
down to enter gravity.
All electronics such as lap tops that have cooling fans and cell phones that are required to be plug in can be retrofitted with a miniaturize electromotive and all electric generator that you do not need to plug in, the battery will
start the generator which will produce more then it will use. It’s free and will charge your battery.

For aging power plants, closed power plants and damaged power plants we do not need to dismantle everything.
Leave the turbine building, the turbine control panel, the turbine floor and the outs and ins of their power lines.
Is Three Mile Island for Sale? It does not matter if fossil fuels or the fuel rods are gone, replace the steam with a
electromotive all electric turbine. Nuclear power plants are a hard target; they are deadly. Coal pollutes, oil pollutes and natural gas pollutes. To be able to control and reduce the revolutions per minute of that motor use an
electromotive all electric turbine, not steam.
If you look at the Freedom Car’s rear wheels, the two electric motors and the wheel turbine all are hanging upside down. Now turn it right side up and place on the turbine power plant floor and duplicate it 15 or 20 times
and place it on-line. The unthinkable happens, electric motors, making electricity. Thereby electrifying the planet
earth using no fossil fuels or nuclear power. It’s a revolution and the Freedom Car that is not plugged in uses the
rear wheel turbine as the generator. The two electric motors make sure the turbine never stops and you never run
out of power even when the Freedom Car is off and parked.
The Millennium Electric Motor Vehicle or the Freedom Car would be affordable. A consumer car which can run
100,000 miles on one quart of lubrication; no fossil fuels, and no lithium battery pack. No need to plug it in. The
car will be longer, wider and lighter; now you can have two trunks. Cars today need to be filled up or plugged
in 12 hours. Now we are off the grid and off the pump with the all-electric Freedom Car. If it is not made by an
American manufacturer, China or India will manufacture this electric car to use and will end up exporting the
cars to America. Someone will do it and they will have the will to save the planet earth; I hope it is America.
Over one billion jobs worldwide will be created and one zillion dollars, plus goods and services worldwide; an
industrial revolution. Bill Gates, Bob Lutz, Warren Buffett, Sir Richard Branson, Larry Ellison, Elon Musk, Ted
Turner and Mark Zuckerberg.
My name is Robert D. Walsh “RD” I was granted a patent on my all electric powered automobile/wheel turbine
motor on Mar. 6, 2012 patent No.8, 127, 873 Bl I have a website which is
http://www.evergreenenergysystem.com/
Evergreen Energy System 352~596~2880
Oil reserves, three words…oil, refining, frugal. The demand will be gasoline, not crude oil. Sit on it and it stays
there. When you insert your key and turn it on you see that everything in your car is electric. The only thing
that 4, 6 or 8 cylinder engine turns is two or four drive wheels and three drive pulleys for the alternator, air, and
power steering; all the rest is powered by a two 12v batteries. Look at your steering wheel, your dash on top and
under, electronic windows, doors, power locks, power seats, heated power seats, trunk, power slider door vans,
cold or hot cup holders, lights, TVs, laptop computers, cameras, heater, fan, air conditioner, fan, cooling fan, water, radiator and mirrors. As you walk away from your car, does your cooling fan come on? In the Freedom Car
there is no fan belt for the radiator; an electric fan cools it. If it can turn the cooling fan on or off and the ignition off, do you think the electronics can turn the wheel turbine on and off to charge the two 12v batteries, not a
lithium battery. Will it charge one week, one month, one year or for as long as the life of the battery?
For the record the fastest, undefeated drag car race car sits at the University of Miami and it is an all-electric race
car. I wonder, is it because it does not pause for combustion?
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